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 Distributor: Fox Star Studios. Release date: 12th August 2017. A story about two best friends - Dev (Ayushmann Khurrana)
and Amit (Harshvardhan Rane) who are hired by a film producer for the audition. They become suspicious and later discover
that they have been hired by a businessman (Arjun Kapoor) for his fraudulent company, where they are used as human guinea
pigs for experiments that are based on their DNA. The story is about their hilarious escapades and eventual life crisis. After
struggling for a long time to make a small budget film, a frustrated director named Dev finally gets to direct a commercially
successful film, but with dire consequences. He discovers the fraud his film was created for and decides to get back at the

company for his deception.The present invention is directed to an air filter inlet fitting for an air filter or air filter cartridge, in
particular a multi-pass air filter or a multi-pass air filter cartridge. The air filter inlet fitting is particularly useful for mounting in
an inlet channel or a coupling or channel in the air filter or air filter cartridge. An air filter inlet fitting is known from German
Pat. No. DE 102 10 107 B4, which comprises a securing member and a mounting member, which is pivotally connected to the
securing member. The mounting member and the securing member are formed in the shape of an umbrella and can be closed
together into the shape of an umbrella by means of a spring, when the air filter inlet fitting is mounted in the inlet channel or

channel of an air filter or air filter cartridge. An air filter cartridge with an air inlet fitting is also known from German Pat. No.
DE 20 2007 007 067 U1, which is composed of a tubular or hose-shaped filter element and a protective cover that is composed

of an insert and a cap, which is welded onto the insert. This filter element has an air inlet fitting, which is held in place by a
projecting cap and has a conical shape. Furthermore, an air filter inlet fitting is known from German Pat. No. DE 101 03 597

B4, which has a flange or base plate for the securement of the air filter inlet fitting on an inlet channel or channel of an air filter
or air filter cartridge. The base plate has a wedge-shaped structure for securement on the inlet channel and a ring-shaped conical

inlet area, which surrounds 82157476af
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